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The QR algorithm used to solve over-determlned systems of linear equations
was adapted to execute efficiently on the Control Data STAR-100 computer. Us-
ing the new vectorized algorithm, the STAR-100 computer solved a system of
250 equations in 50 unknowns in less than 8.5% of the time it took using the
original scalar version. This paper describes how the scalar program was adapted
for the STAR-100 and indicates why these adaptations yielded an efficient STAR
program. Program listings of the old scalar version and of the new vectorized
SL/I version are presented in the appendices. Execution times for the two ver-
sions, applied to the same system of linear equations, are compared.
INTRODUCTION
Programs written in standard FORTRAN language for serial computers do
run on the Control Data STAR-100 computer, but very inefficiently. To take
advanatage of the architecture and vector-processing capabilities of the
STAR-100 computer it is necessary to vectorize the algorithms in these programs.
Frequently one must rearrange the data and computations. This paper describes
how the QR algorithm to solve over-determined systems of linear equations was
vectorized and what factors were considered in developing an efficient STAR
program.
The vectorized program utilizes SL/I, a high level language developed by
NASA's Langley Research Center for the STAR-100 computer. SL/I incorporates
many features designed to see that programs it compiles take full advantage of
the STAR's architecture and capabilities, including half-word storage and
arithmetic. SL/I is compatible with FORTRAN in the sense that programs written
in either language can call subroutines written in the other. In utilizing the
program presented in this paper, familarity with some of the notations used in
the SL/I language will be helpful.
2General suggestions concerning the adaptations of algorithms for efficient
use on the STAR may be found in the paper, "Star Adaptation for Two Algorithms
used on Serial Computer," by Lona M. Howser and Jules J. Lambiotte (see ref. i).
ADAPTATION OF QR ALGORITHM TO SOLVE OVER-DETERMINED
SYSTEMS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS
The NASA computer mathematics library presently has a subroutine called
QRASOS, written in FORTRAN for serial computers, to solve an over-determined
system of linear equations. This subroutine decomposes the matrix A of the
system AX=B using Householder transformations. (For details of this algorithm
see ref. 2). To compute these transformations, it uses subroutines SAXPY, SSCAL,
SCOPY and function SDOT from the Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS). For
2
an mxn (m>_n)matrix A it makes n calls to these subroutines and functions to
solve the given system. Subroutine calls are very expensive on the STAR-100
computer.
In SL/I, a matrix can be stored either column-wise or row-wise. Column
storage means that elements in one column of the matrix are stored as one
vector (contiguous locations). Similarly, row-storage means that elements in
one row are stored as one vector (contiguous locations). In vectorizing this
algorithm both row and column storage of matrices A and B were tried.
With row-wise storage, reordering of the scalar-version computations is
required but use of the inner product macro to decompose matrix A is avoided.
With column-wise storage the computational steps are the same as in the scalar
versions with vector instructions replacing scalar instructions, but use of the
dot product macro is required. It was expected that, because of the avoidance
D
of the dot product macro, the row-wise approach would offer a considerable
saving in CPU time.
Test results show that in using the STAR computer for this algorithm both
3vectorized versions offer considerable CPU time savings over the scalar program,
but that contrary to expectations column-wise storage is more efficient than row-
wise storage (see table).
!
CPU TIME IN SECONDS CPU TIME IN SECONDS
TO DECOMPOSE TO DECOMPOSE AND SOLVE
New Vectorized New Vectorized New Vectorized
Size of Version (Column Version (Row Old Scalar Version (Column
Matrix A Storage) Storage) Version Storage)
250 x 200 2.169 2.695 26.34 2.239
120 x i00 .405 .588 3.396 .433
250 x 50 .158 .863 2.223 .178
i00 x i0 .006 .069 0.056 .009
200 x 30 .053 .416 0.698 .063
Algorithms for both row-wise storage and column storage to decompose the
matrix A are given. Back substitutions are not discussed here. In both
algorithms, A is an mxn matrix and WK is a vector of length n.
COLUMN STORAGE
When matrix A is stored column-wise, the decomposition of A is achieved
as follows: (Note: All references to ith column refer to column entries on
and below the diagonal).
th
(i) Take the inner product of i column with itself and store in WKi
(2) Take the square root of WKi%
(3) If WK i = O, go to step (i0)
(4) WK. = WK i x Sign of A.l l,i
(5) Divide column i by WK.l
(6) Add 1 to Ai, i
4These 6 steps compute the Householder transformation for column i.
To apply this transformation to the columns K = i+l, ....n do the follow-
ing steps:
(7) Take the inner product of column i with column K and store the
result in t
(8) Divide t by Ai_ and then store the negative of the result in t
(9) Multiply column i by t and add the result to column K
(i0) Store Ai,i in t -WK in A and t in WK' i i,i i
When i=n perform steps 1 thru 6 and 10.
ROW STORAGE
When the matrix A is stored row-wise, the decomposition of A is achieved
as follows: (Note: In the steps 1 thru 6 below, all references to the row j
in the ith step of decomposition refer to the entries on and to the right
th i+l)thof the diagonal. All references to the vector WK refer to its i , (
th
....n elements. In steps 7 thru i0 all references to the row j in the
th
i step of decomposition refer to the entries to the right of the diagonal
and all references to the vector WK refer to its (i+l) th, (i+2) th th....n elements).
At ith step of decomposition (i=l,2,....n-l).
(i) Set WK=0
(2) For j=l,2 ....m, multiply row j by Aj, i and add the result to WK
(3) Take the square root of WK.1
(4) If WK.=0 go to step iil
(5) Multiply WK.I by sign of Ai, i
(6) Divide A. by WK and add 1 to the result
l,i i
(7) Divide WK by WK. and add row i of A to WK1
(8) Divide WK by -A.
l,i
(9) For j=i+l, i+2, ....m
Divide A by WK.j,i 1
5(i0) For j=i, i+l, ....m, multiply WK by Aj, i and add the result to rowj of A
(ii) Store Ai, i in t, -WK in Ai, i and t in WK i
When i=n, perform Steps i thru 6 and ii.
WHY ROW-STORAGE IS SLOWER THAN COLUMN-STORAGE
As pointed out earlier, if the matrix A is stored row-wise, the use of the
inner product macro is avoided and the computation of the Householder trans-
formations and their application to other columns at each step of the decomposi-
tion is accomplished by the use of a vector multiplication by a scalar and then
a vector addition. This should result in a considerable savings of the CPU time
for a large matrx. However, our numerical experiments show just the opposite.
This can be explained as follows: When an mxn (m>=n) matrix A is stored row-
wise, the vector lengths in that algorithm are proportional to n, the smaller
dimension. On the other hand, for column-wise storage the vector lengths are
proportional to m, the larger dimension. Equivalently, we see that the row-
stored algorithm requires more vector start-ups ((m-n)(m-n.l)/2 more) to do
the same number of total computations as the column-stored algorithm, thus requir-_
ing more CPU time to do the same amount of work. • •• •
Another factor which makes the row-stored algorithm slower is that the
transformation elements are stored in the columns of the decomposed matrix.
If the matrix is stored row-wise, this leads to additional scalar comPutations ,
notably in step 9 of the algorithm. This slows down the computations considerably.
Also, if m is large, then not all m vectors in row-wise storage reside in the
m memory at the same time. Because of need to reference different columns at
different steps of algorithm, this could lead to excessive paging. Thus, any
advantage gained by avoiding the use of the inner product in the row-wise storage
is offset by the need to perform many scalar operations, more iterations and
excessive paging.
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APPENDIX A
SL/I Coding of QR Algorithm
p=
MODULE M1 t $OPT-l-$SOURCECl.73) ;
_`_E_`_._r_r_`j;x_._E_I`_ix__:_x_____ x i 8
I_PURPOSE E/
I_ TO SOLVE t,1 SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIOHS iN H U_KHOWNS NITH IP _/ "
IX RIGHT HAHD SIDES SO THAT THE SOLUTIOIlS AF..ETHE _EST POS_I_LE_I
I_ FIT IN THE LEAST SGU_,RES SENSE. THE ROUTIHE USES HOUSE- El
I_ HOLDER TRAHSFCRMATIOHS TO PERFORM. "riie_R OEOn.MPOS_T!C:': _I




/_ CALL Q4QRASOS(MAXM,MAXN,M,H, I P, A, B,WT, JOB, X,F, SD, SUM,WK, I ERR) _/
IxPARA'4ETERS _/
Ix ._/
/_ MAXM AN INPUT INTEGER SPECIFYIHG THE FIRST DIMENSION OF THE _/
/_ A_B, AND RED ARRAYS !N THE CALLING PROGRAM. MAXM MUST _/
I_ BE GREATER TH_,N OR EQUAL TO M. _1
/_. _1
It MAXH AN IIIPUT INTEGER SPECIFYING THE FIRST DIMEHSIOH OF THE _l
l_ X ARRAY IN THE CALLIHG PROGRAH. MAXN MUST BE GREATER _/
/_ THAH OR EQUAL TO N. E/
/_ _'/
I_ M AN INPUT INTEGER SPECIFYIHG THE NUHBER OF ROWS OF THE xl
/_( A AND _ ARRAYS. M I,IL,'STBE GREATER THAH OR EQUAL TO N. _FI
/_ N AN INPUT INTEGER SPECIFYIHG THE HUI'IBEROF OOLUI'IHSOF _/
/_ THE A ARRAY. _/
Ix
I._ IP AN IHPUT IHTEGER SPECIFYING THE HUMBER OF COLUMVS OF _/
/x THE B r*RRAY. _/
Ix A AH "HPUTIOUTPUT TL,IO-DIME.HSIONAL A._RAY NITH FIRST D;ME_I- _./
II SIGN EQUAL TO I.IAXM_.HD SECOIID DIT.IEHSIGIIAT LEAST N. v/
Ix OH IIIPUT, A MUST CONTAIN THE ;,IATRIXOF COEFFICIENTS OF :_/
It{ THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS. ON OUTPUT, A COHTAINS IIIFOR- _1
Ii MATION DESCPIBING THE 3R DECOMPOSITIOH OF A. ._1
/a{ w(/
I_ B AH IHPUT TNO-DIMEHSInNAL APP.AY WITH FIRST DIMENSION _/
IX EO.UAL TO MAXM AHD SECOND DII_..EIISIOHAT LEAST IP. _I
/x THE COLUMNS OF B MUST COHTAIH THE IP RIGHT HAHD SIDE *:/
/E VECTORS. _-/
I_ WT AN INPUT OIIE-DI;,IEHSIOHAL ARRAY OF WEIGHTS. IT MUST x/
IX HAVE LEHGTH AT LEAST M. IF I,IEIGHTIHG IS DESIRED., _/ .
/E THE FIRST M LOCATIOtIc MUST COHTA!H REAL HUMBERS C-REATER "_/ "
IW{ THAH ZERO. IF WEIGHTING IS NOT DESIRED, L,IT [!] MUST BE _!
/a{ A NE_OATIVE RE_L HU?.IBER. _/
Ix _I
Ix JOB AN IIlPUT .'HTEGER SPECIFYING RESULTS TO _,E COMPUTED. _-/
/E _/
/E -1 COMPUTE SOLUTIONS DILLY. _(/
/x -P COMFUTE RESIDUALS OHLY. K/
/)k =3 COI.IPUTEBOTH SOL.UTIOMS Arid RES!DUALS. _/
/_ "_/
/_( X _N OUTPUT TL,-!O-DIHENSIOIIALARRAY CONTAIliIItG THE SOLU- E/
/E TIOHS. X MUST BE D!I,IEH_IOHED WITH FIRST DIMEH,_ZIO,N _/
1_ EQUAL TO MAXH f:HD SECOt!D DIr'IEHSIOH AT LEAST iP. IF E1
. lie SOLUTI_.,IS ARE DESIRED IIlTO MATRIX B TIIEtlMAXIt I,IUSTBE T./
_<_.>._ .=.::!I;EOUAL TO. IIAXM.FOR THIS PARTICULA R CRSE. - )_I
/_ RSD AH OUTPUT TI,IG-D_I, iLiiSIOHAL hE_F;Y COHTAIHIHG THE RESiD- _/
/wE UALS. RSD I.IUSTBE DINEHSIGHED WITH FIRST DII.iEiISIOH WE/ 9
/wE EQUAL TO ;.IAX;.IAHD SECOHD DIHEHSIOH AT LEAST IP. _/
/WE SUH AH OUTFUT OHE-Dii.IEHSIOHAL ARRAY COHTAIHiHG THE _EiGHTED _i
s'_k SUHS OF SBUARE-S GF THE RESIOU._LS. _Ui.II.iUSTBE Oii,iEii- _I "
iwE SIOHED AT LEAST IP. WE/
/wE WE/
/w_ I_K A OIIE-DII.IEHSIOHAL LIORK ARRAY. _IHiCH MUST BE OiI.IEHSIOHED _/
I_ AT LE_.ST H. OH OUTPUT, i4K COHTAIIiS INFORI.iATiOIIOH THE _/
• I_ QR DECOHPOSiTIQH OF A. - WE/
im _ki
iwE IERR AH IIITEGER ERROR CODE. WE/
.a i
/_ • =0 lid ERROR ur. i r_b, _,. _/
/w_ -I H IS GREATER THAH i'i. WE/
i_ -2 THE bECDHPOSED i'IATRIXIS SIHGULAR. WE/
I_{ -3 WEiGHTiHG I_AS RE@UESTED AHD OiiE OR {.lOREL_EIGHTS _/
/WE IS NEGATIVE. WE/
/wE WE/
/_ SOURCE HAHPTOH IliSTITUTE, HAI,IPTOH VA. _/
/_ WE/
I_ LANGUAGE SLii. W_l
/_ WE/
/_ DATE RELEASED J_HUARY 18,1_360, WE/
/wE WE/
/wE _/
i _W_WE_ _ _, _ _:_'__ _ _ _'_"a:_,i__WE_WE_W_w__w_ _)_ __ _WE_ i
ENTRY PROCEDURE _4 _RASOS (HAXI.I,;.IAXH,H, ii,iP,A,B,NT, JOE, X,RSD,
SUI.i,NK,IERR)
REAL VEC_uK [I'IAXI'I}ARrAY{H) _;
REAL VECTOR [{.IAXH]ARRAY(It":) XI
REAL VECTOR [;'IAXi'I]ARRAY{IF) B,RSD_
REAL VECTOR i;'i]LIT;
REAL VECTOR {HI NK_
REAL VECTOR {IP] SUH;
AUTDI.IATIC REAL T_
IHTEGER i,J,K, L,i.i,H iF_,i'i_,×i'i_ ERR ,I'IA×iR,JOB
/wE WE/
/WE CHECK FOR H LESS THAN H. _i
l_ WEl




/wE CHECK FOR I,IEIGHTIHG WE/Ii
IF lIT[I] ",-0 THEII
/WE WE/
- IW_ CHECK FOR iLLEGAL 14EIGHTS WEl
,..,
i:."SELL.T{IIT,D_;




FOR i:=i TD iiDO
A(I )[i:H] .'"A(:)[i:H]_:NT[i";'i]
FOR i'=1 TO IP DO





/_ CALL &4SORDC TO DECOHPOSE HATRI× A. "_/ 10
CALl. Q4SQRDC (A,14AXH,H, H ,I_K}
I_ C_I.L Q4SQRSL TO SOLVE IP RIGHT HAH_ SIDES. _/
CALL &4SQRSL{HAXH,HAXH,H,H,iP,A,B,NT,JOB,,,',RSD,SUH,Nk',IERR)_




REAL VECTOR [HA×HI ARRAY(H} A;
REAL VECTOR [14] NK;
AUTOI'IATIC REAL T _ t
INTEGER I,J,K,L,H,H,IP,HAXH,iERR,I'iAXN,JOBI
/_ COIqPUTE HH TRAIISFORIqATIOH FOR COLUI'IHi _/
iW_ YWi !
FOR i:=1 TO H-i 00
i4KIi]:" A{I}[I:H3 .DOT. A{i}[i,i'l]$ I
NK[I]:- SGRT(NK[ i3}_
IF WK[I] > '3THEH I
i4K[ii:- £4K{II_ABS(A{I) [l])/A{I} {i]$
A{i)II:H]:=AC. 13II-H]INK[I];
A{I}tl]:-A(1)[I]-i.I 1
i _: _/ t
i_ APPLY HH TRAiiSFORHATIOIi TO REST OF THE COLUi,iiiS _/ {
FOR K:- J TO N DO I
I
"T:= ACI)[I-H] .DOT. A(K)[I:I.I]_
T---T/A(1) [i]_




{4K[;II:-A(H}[N:I'i] .DOT. A(H)[ii:{'i]_ i
NK[H]" = SQRT(i4K[II]3_











REAL VECTOR [iqAXi,i}AR_AY{ii) A_
REAL. VECTOR [I'iAXH]ARRAY (iF) X_
REAL VECTOR [{'I,:_XI.I]ARRAY (iF) B,RSD_
REAl_ VECTOR iN] NK_
REAL VECTOR [i'i]biT_
REAL VECTOR i.iP] SUI.i_
IHTEGER I,J,K,L,I.I,II,IP,HAXI.I,IERR,I.IAXII,JOB;
;.:_ AUT_I'IATIC REAL T;
:;:::"..... IERR:'OI ...............................................
__j,,_._._--, ; ..-.;,_...:.. . . . ..:............... .....
/_" "SPECIAL ACT|OH WHEH M-I X/
/_ _/ 11
IF H - I THEH




IF JOB <>2 THEH .-:.









/x COMPUTE TRAHS(Q)_B _1
FOR I ==1 TO H DO
IF NK{I] <> C THEH
FOR J='I TO IP DO
Tt" A(1)[I=H] .GOT. B(J)[l=Hl$
Tt" -TIA(I)[I]_




FOR I==1 TO IP DO
X¢I)[!:_] :-B¢I)[I=H]_
EHDF;
IF JOB > I THEN
IX COHPUTE THE RESIDUES xl
FOR I ,=I TO IP DO
RSD(1;[I=I!_==0.0_
EtlGF 3




FOR g :- H DONHTO I _O
FOR L =-I TO IP DO
T=-A(K)[K:_] .DOT. RSD(L)IK=H]_
IF HK[K]=0 THEH







IF NTIL] ) 0 THEN






IF JOB <>2 THEN
/X COMPUTE THE SOLUTIOHS $/ 12
FOR I=" H DOHHTO 2 DO
IF HY[I]=O THEH
IERR:=I; GO TO L_B4
ELSE
Kt-I-I_
FOR J:- 1 T_ IP DO
X(J)[I]_- -X(J)[I]/WK[I]_
T:= -X(.;)[I]_




FOR I:'1 TO IP DO
IF _K[I]'0 THEH






/_ SAVE THE TRhHSFORMATICH _/





_:,_>vl- . i - , "




FORTRAN Coding of QR Algorithm
SUBROUTINE QRASOS{MAXH,MAXH,M,N,IP,A,C,NT,JOB_X,RSD,SUM,WK,IERR) QRASO010 14
Cm _QRASO030
C_ PURPOSE _QRASO040
C_ TO SOLVE M SIMULTAt!EOUS EQUAT!OHS IN H UHKHOWHS WITH IP _QRASO050
C_ RIGHT HAHD SIDES SO THAT THE SDLUTIONS ARE THE BEST POSSIBLE_QRASOOGO
C_ FIT IN THE LEAST SQUARES SEHSE. THE ROUTIHE USES HOUSE- _QRASO070
C_ HOLDER TRAHSFORMATIOHS TO PERFORt4 THE QR DECOMPOSITION _ORASO080








C_ MAXM AN !HPUT INTEGER SPECIFYING THE FIRST DIMENSION OF THE _QRASOI?O
C_ A,B, AIID RSD ARRAYS IH THE CALLING PROGRAM. MAXM t.IUST _QRAS0190
C_ BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO M. _QRASOIgO
C_ _QRAS0200
C{ MAXN AH IHPUT IHTEOEq SPECIFYING TttE FIRST DII4EHSIGH OF THE _ORAS02IO
C_ X ARRAY IllTHE CALLING PROGRAM. MAXH MUST BE GREATER _QRAS0220
C_ THAt{ OR E_UAL TO H. _ORAS0230
C_ _QRAS0240
C_ 14 _N INPUT IItTEGER £PECIFYING THE HUMBER OF ROHS OF THE _ORAS0250
o_ A ArID B ARRAYS. M MUST BE GREATE_ TIIAtlOR EQUAL TO N. _QRASO2GO
C_ _ORAS0279
Cx H AI-IINPUT INTEGER SPECIFYING THE HU;,IBEROF COLU!qHS OI" _ORASD28D
C_ TIlE A ARRAY. _QRASO29D
.C_ _ORAS0300
C_. IF All _NPUT IHTEG_R SPECIFYItIG THE HUbIBER OF COLUMHS OF _ORAS0310
_,%,e.._,_,._;_=,e_t_._:_;_,,_. . .... .......... .. .............. . .. _ ........
Cx THE B ARRAY. _QRAS0320
15
C_ _ORAS0330
C{ A At! IHPUTIOUTPUT TWO-DIMEttS;Gt4AL A_RAY WITH FIRST DIMEH- _Q_ASO340
C_ SIOH EQUAL TO MAXM AND SECOND DIMEHSIO!-I AT LEAST N. _QRAS0350
C_ OH INPUT, A HUST COHTAIH THE MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS OF _QRASO3GO
C$ THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS. OH OUTFUT, A COHTAINS INFDR- _QRAS0370
d
C$ MATIOH DESCRIBING THE QR DECOMPOSITION OF A. _QRAS0380
Cx _QRAS0390
C_ B AH INPUT TWO-DIMEHSIOHAL ARRAY WITH FIRST DIMENSION _gRAS0400
C_ EQUAL TO MAXM AHD SECOND DIMENSION AT LEAST IP, _QRASO4IO
Ci THE COLUMHS OF B MUST COHTAIN THE IP RIGHT HAND SIDE _QRAS0420
C_ VECTORS. xQRAS0430
C_ _Q_AS0440
C_ bit AN ItlPUT OHE-DIMEHSIOHAL ARRAY OF _E!GHTS. IF HEIGHT- _QRAS0450
C_ IHG IS DESIRED, _T HUST HAVE LEHGTH AT LEAST H, AND _GRAS04SO
C_ THE FIRST M LOCATIOHS MUST COHTAIH REAL HUMBERS GREATER _QRAS0470
C_ THAH ZERO. IF NEIGHTIHG IS NOT DE_IR_D, tqT CAH CONSIST sQRAS0480
C_ OF A SIHGLE LOCATIOH &qHICH MUST COHTAIH A HEGATIVE REAL _QRAS0490
C_ HUMBER, _QRAS0500
C_ tQRAS0510
C_ JOB AH INPUT INTEGER S_ZCIFYIHG RESULTS TQ BE COMPUTED. _GRAS0520
C_ _QRAS0530
C_ -I COMPUTE SOLUTIOHS OHLY. _QRAS0540
C_ =2 COMPUTE RESIDUALS OHLY. _GRAS0550
C_ =3 COMPUTE BOTH SOLUTIOHS AND RESIDUALS. _QRAS0560
C_ _QRASOS?O
C_ X _H OUTPUT T_O-DIt.IEHSIOtlAL ARRAY COHTAIIIIHG THE SOLU- _QRASOSSG
C_ _ TIOIiS. IF JO_=l OR JOB=_, X MUST BE DIHELISIOIiED _ITH _OR_SO590
C_ FIRST DII.IEIISIOHEQUAL TO MAXH AND SECOHD DIHEHSIOH _QRASOGCO
C_ AT LEAST IP. IF JOB=2, X ¢AH DE A DUHMY PARAHETER. _ORASOGIO
C_ _QRASOG2O
C_ RSD AN OUTPUT TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY CORTAIHIHG THE RESID- _QRAS0630
C_ UALS. IF .JOB-2 OR JOS=3, RSD MUST BE DIMEHSIOHED WITH _QRASO640 16
C_ FIRST DIHEIIS!OH EQUAL TO MAXM ArID SECOH_ DIMENSION _QRASOG50
C_ AT LEAST IP. IF JOB-l, RSD CAH BE A DUMMY PARA!.IETER. _QRASOGGO
C_ _QRASOSTO
C_ SUM AN OUTPUT ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY CONTAINING THE WEIGHTED _QRASOSBO "
C_ SUMS OF SQUARES OF THE RESIDUALS. IF J09-2 OR JOB-3, IQRASOSgO
C_ SUM MUST BE DIMEHSIONED AT LEAST IP. IF JOB-I_ SUM _QRAS0700
C_ CAN BE A DUMMY PARAMETER. _QRAS0710
C_ _QRAS0720
C_ WK A OHE-DIMEHS!ONAL WORK ARRAY WHICH MUST BE DIMEHSIOHED _QRAS0730
CE AT LEAST N. ON OUTPUT, WK CONTAINS IHFORMATIOH OH THE _QRAS0740
C_ QR DECOHPOSIT!OH OF A. _QRAS0750
C_ _OR_SOTGO
C_ IERR AH IHTEGER ERROR CODE. _QRAS0770
C_ _QRAS0780
C_ -0 NO ERROR DETECTED. _QR_S07SO
C_ -1 H IS GREATER THAH M. _QRASOBOO
C_ -2 THE DECOMPOSED I.IATRIKIS ClHGULAR. _QRASOBIO
C_ -3 WEIGHTING WAS REQUESTED AHD ONE DR MORE WEIGHTS _QRASO_20
C_ IS NEGATIVE. _QRASOB30
C_ _QRASOS40
C_ REOUIRED ROUTINES NORHS,SQRDC2,SORSL2,SAXPYI,SDOTi,SSCAL _QRASOB50
C_ SCOPY _QRASOSGO ,
C_ _QRASOBTO
C_ FORTRAN FUNCTIOHS _9S,AMAX_,MIHO,NOD,SIGN,SQRT _QRASO880
C_ _GRASOBSO
C_ SOURCE COHPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION, _QRASO900
=_
C_ HAMPTOH, VA. _GRASO910
C_ _QRAS0920
C_ LANGUAGE FORTRAN _BRAS0930
C_ DATE RELEASED AUGUST 1, 1978 _QRAS0950
17
C_ _qRASO_GO





IERR - 0 QRASI030
O _RASI040
C OARS1050
C CH£CK FOR M LESS THAN H. QRASIO60
C QRASI07O
IF{M .DE. H} GO TO 10 _RASIO80
IERR - 1 QRASI090
GO TO 160 qRASI_O0
C GRASIllO
• C CHECK FOR NO WEIGHTING _RAS1120
C QRASII3_
10 IF(WT{1) .LT. 0.0) GO TO 80 QRAS1140
C _RAS1150
C CHECK FOR ILLEGAL _EIGHTS QRASIIGO
C GRAS1170
DO 20 I = 2, M QRASI_80
IF(WT(!} .LE. 0.0) GO TO 30 QRAS1190
20 CDHTIHUE QRAS1200
GO TO 40 _RAS1210
30 IERR _ 3 GRASI220
GO TO 1GO QRAS1230
C QRAS_240
C HEIGHT THE A AHD B ARRAYS BY THE SQUARE ROOT QRAS1250
C OF THE WEIGHT ARRAY. QRASI260
C QRAS1270 1B
40 DO 70 I - 1, M ORAS1280
¼T(1) = SQRT(_TCl)) QRASI290
DO 50 J - 1, H QRAS1300
i
A(I,J) = WT(1)_A{I,J) " QRASI310 .
50 COHTIHUE QRAS:320
DO GO J - 1, IP QRAS$330









C CALL SOP_L2 TO 501.VE FOR IP RIGHT HAIID SIDES QRASI430
C ORASI440
CALL. SQRSL2(A,MAXH,M,H,MAXH,IP,HK,_,X,RSD,JOB,!ERR) QRAS1450
IF{IERR .EQ. O) GO TO 90 GRASI4GO
IERR = 2 GRAS1470
GO TO 1GO QRAS14BO
90 COHTIHUE ORASI490
C QRAS1500
C COMPUTE THE SUM OF NEIGHTED SQUARES OF RESIDUALS. QRAS1510 -
C " QRAS152D
IF(JOB .EQ. 1) GO TO 140 _AS1530
DO 110 J - 1, IP QRASI540
SUM(J) - O.C ORAS1550
DO tOO I - I, M QRASI560
_.





C COMPUTE UHWEIGHTED RESIDUALS QRAS1610
C / QRAS1620
IFCWT(1) .LT. 0.0) GO TO 160 QRASI630
" DO 130 I - 1, M QRAS$640
DO 120 J - 1, IP ORAS1650




IFCWT(1) .LT. 0.03 GO TO IGO QRAS1700
DO 150 l=!,M QR_S1710









4 C SQRDC2 USES HOUSEHOLDER TRAHSFORMATIOHS TO C_MPUTE THE OR QRAS1810
C Ff_CTORIZ_TIOH OF AN H BY P MATRIX X. QRAS1820
C QRASIB30
C ON ENTRY QRAS1S40
C QRASI_SO
C X REAL(LDX,P), WHERE LDX .GE. H. QRASIBSD
C X CGNTAII4S THE MATRIX NFIOSE DECOMPOSITIOH IS TO BE GRASIBT0
C COMPUTED. GRASIBRO
ORAS1890
C LDX INTEGER. QRAS1900 20
C LDX IS THE LEADING DIMEHSIGII OF THE ARRAY X. GRAS1910
GRAS1920
C H INTEGER. QRAS1930
/ °
C H IS THE HUTIBER OF ROWS OF THE MATRIX X. _ QRASI940
C ORAS1350
C P IHTEGER. QRAS19GO
C P IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF THE MATRIX X. GRAS1970
C QRA319BO
C QRAS1990
C OH RETURH ORAS20OO
c ORAS20_O
C X X COHTAIHS IH ITS UPPER TRIAHGLE THE UPPER ORAS2020
C TRIANGULAR MATRIX R OF THE QR FACTORIZATIOH. QRAS2030
C BELOW ITS DIAGONAL X COtiTAIHS IHFO_MATIOH FROM QRAS2O40
C WHICH THE OF.THOGOI4AL PART OF THE DECOMPOSITION ORAS2050
C CAH BE RECOVERED. QRAS20_O
C QRAS2O70
C GRAU_ PEAL(P). QRAS2OBO
C ORAUX COHTAIHS FURTHER I_'FORNATIOH REQUIRED TO RECOVER GRAS2O90
C THE ORTHOGOHAL PART OF THE DECOMPOS!TIOH. QRAS2100
C QRAS2110
C Q_A32120
C LINP_CK SUBR_UTIHE SGRDC VEPSIGH DATED 07/14177, REVISED gY QRAS_I_O
C COMPUTER SC!EHCES CORPORATION, NAMPTOH, VA. lO/lO/7B. QRAS2!40
C ORPS2150
C BLAS SAXPVI,SDOTI,SSCAL LRC NORMS ORASZIGO
C FORTRAN ABSSIGN,SQRT,MOD QRAS2170
C QRAS2180
C INTERNAL VARIABLE5 GRA$21SO







C PERFORM THE HOUSEHOLDEP REDUCTIOH OF X. QR_S22GO
J
C QRAS2270
DO 190 L - 1, P QRAS2280
ORAUXCL_ - O.OEO QRAS2290
IF {L .EQ. H} GO TO 170 QRAS2300
C ORAS2310
C COMPUTE THE HOUSEHOLDER TRAHSFORMATIOH FOR COLUMH L. QRAS2320
C QRAS23GO
HLEH = H-L*1 QRASZ340
CALL HORMSCHLEH,HLEH,1,X(L,L),2,HRMXL) QRAS2350
IF (HRMXL .EQ. O.OEO) GO TO 160 GRAS2360
IF (X(L,L_ .HE. O.OEO) tlRMXL SIGHCtlRMXL,X{L,L)) QRAS2370
CALL SSCALCH-L*I,I.0EO/HRMXL,X_L,L),I) GRAS2380
X(L,L) = /.OEO + X{L_L) GRAS2390
C _AE2400
C APPLY THE T_AH$FORMATIOH TO THE _Et4A|HIHG CGLU!qHS. GRAS241Q
C QRAS2420
QRAS2430LPt - L . 1
IF CP .LT. LPZ) GO TO 150 QRAS2440
O0 140 J " LP1, P QRAS2450






C _AVE THE T_AHSFORMATIOH. QRAS2520
GRAUX(L) - XCL,L) QRAS2530 22
X(L,L) - -HRMXL QRAS2540
160 COHTIHUE QRAS2550
170 COHTIHUE " QRAS2560
/







C SQRSL2 APPLIES THE OUTPUT OF THE SUBROUTIHE SGRDC2 TO QRAS2G40
C COMPUTE A SET OF IP LEAST SQUARES SOI.IlTIOHS AND RESIDUALS. THE ORAS2GSO
C OUTPUT OF SORDC2 IS THE DECOMPOSITION OF THE H BY K MATRIX QRAS26SO
C X IN THE FORM QRAS2STO
C QRAS2G80
C X - Q I (R) ORAS2Ggo
tC (0) QRP.S2700 I
C _kPS2710
C HHZRE O !S ORTHCGOHAL _.HD R IS UPPE_ TRIAHGULAR. THIS QRPS2720
C IHFGRHATIOH IS COHTAIHED IN CODED FORM IH THE ARRAY X _RA52730 !,
i
C AHD THE ARRAY ORAUX. OR._S27qO
!C QRAS2750 i
- O[C OH EHTRY QRAE27GO
C QRAS2770
C -'" X REAL(LD),',I:), I.IFiERELDX .OE. N. QRAS27SO
C X COHTAIHS THE OUTPUT FROM SQRDC. GRAS2790
C QRAS2800
C LDX IHT.EGER. ORAS2BIO
C LDX IS THE LEADIHG DIMEHSIOH OF THE ARRAY X. GRAS2320
._C:! _RAS2830
C "H INTEGER. Q_AS2840
23
C H IS THE HUMBER OF POlqS OF ;F!EMATRIX X. QPAS2B50
C QI_S2BGO
C K INTEGER. QRAS2BTO
C K IS THE HUMBER OF COtUMHS OF THE MATRIX ×. QRAS2BBO
C QRAS2BgO
C LDB IHTEGER. QRAS2900
C LDB IS THE LEADIHG DIMEHSIOH OF THE ARRAY BETA. QRAS2310
C QRAS2920
C IP INTEGER. QRAS2930
C IP IS THE HUMBER OF RIGHT HAHD SIDES. 0RA52940
C QRAS2950
C GRRUX REALCK) QRAS29SO
C QRAUX COHTAIHS THE OUTFUT FROM SGRDC2. QRAS2970
C QRAS29BO
C Y REAL(LDX,IP). QRAS2990
C Y IS .THE H BY IP RIGHT HAHD SIDE MATRIX THAT iS QRAS3OO0
C MAtilPULATED BY SQRSL2. QRAS30!O
C QRAS3020
C GRAS3030
C JOB IHTEGER. QRA530_O
C .IOB IS A PARAMETER THAT COHTROLS WHAT IS TO BE QR_S3050
C COMPUTED. GRAS3OBO
C QRAS_070
C IF JOB .EO. 1 COMPUTE SOLUTICH5 OHLY. QRAS3OBO
C IF JDB .EQ. 2 COMPUTE RESIDUALS OHLY. ORAS3090
C IF JDB .EO. 3 COHPUTE SOLUTIOHS AHD RESIDUALS. QRAS3!O0
C QRgS3110
C OH RETURH GRAS31ZO
c QRAS3130
C BETA REAL(LDB,IP). QRA33140
C 9ETA COHTAIHS TIIE SOLUTIO_JS OF THE LEAST SQUARES QRAS3150
C PROBLEMS QRAS31SO 24
O MIHIPIIZE HORt42(Y(I} X_ETA(I}>, I11,2,...,IP QRAS3170
C IF THEIR COMPUTATIOH HAS REEH REQUESTED. QRAS3ISO
QRAS3190
C , - .-
7
C RSD REALCLDX,IP) _ QRAS3200 -
C RSD CONTAINS THE LEAST SQUARES RESIDUALS QRAS3210
C YCl) - X_BETA(1), I-I,2,...,IP QRAS3220
C IF THEIR COMPUTATIOH HAS BEEN REQUESTED. QRAS3230
C QRAS3240
g INFD INTEGER QRAS3250
C INFD IS ZERO UNLESS THE CALCULATION OF BETA H_S BEEtl QRAS3260
C REgUESTED AND P IS SINGULAR, IH WHICH CASE INFO IS QRAS3PTO
C THE INDEX OF THE fIRST ZERO DIAGONAL ELEMENT OF R. QRAS;2_O
C- IN TIIIS CASE BETA IS U_ALTERED. flRAS3290
C QRAS3300
C LIHPACK SUBROUTItIE SQRSL VERSIOH DATED 07114/77, REVISED BY QRAS3310
C COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATIOH, HAI.IPTON. VA. 10110/73. QRAS3320
C QRAS3330
C BLAS SAXPYI,SCOPY,SDGTI ORAS3340
C FDRTRAH ABS,I_IHO,MOD QRAS3350
C CRAS3360






C SET IHFO FLAG QRAS_430
c ORAS_440
IHFO = 0 _R_S3450
,:......................JU_ =H INO (K,N- I) QR¢,S3460
-C QRAS3477
25
C SPECIAL ACTIOH WHEH H=t GR_$3480
C QR_$3490
IF ¢JU .HE. O) GO TO 20 QRAS3500
IF{X(:,1) .HE. O.C) GO TO 5 QRAS3510
" IHFO = 1 QRAS3520
GO TO 2ZO QRAS3530
5 COHTIHUE QRAS3540
DO 10 L = t, IP QR_$3550
IF{JOB .HE. 2) BETA(I,L) = Y¢I,L)/XCI,I) GRAS35GO
IF(JOB .HE. 1} RSD(I,L) " O.OEO QRAS3570
10 COHTIHUE QRAS35BO
GO TO 220 QRAS3590
20 COHTIHUE ORAS3GO0
C QRAS36_O
C COMPUTE TRAHS(Q)_Y QRAS3G20
C QRAS3636
DO 50 J = 1, JU ORAS3S40
IF (ORAUX{J) .E_. O.OEO) GO TO 40 QRASS650
TEMP - X(J,J) GRAS3GSO
X(,l,J) = QRAUX{J) QRAS3S70
DO 30 L " I, IP QRPS3680
T - -SDOTI(H-J*I,X{J.J),Y(J,L))/X¢J,J) &RAS3690
OALL SAXP'!I(H-J+I,T,X(J,J),Y(J,L)) QRAS3700
30 COHTIHUE QEAS3710
X(J_J) = TEMP QRAS3720
40 COHTIHUE 8RAS3730
50 CDHTIHUE GRAS3740
KPI " K + I QRAS_750
IF (JOB .EQ. I .OR. K .EQ. ll) GO TO 79 G£AS3760
DO GO L = 1, IP GPAS3770
'3CALL _30PY(H-K,Y(KPE,L_,!,RSD(KPE,L),_ QRAS3780
60 CONTIHUE QRAS3790 26
70 COHTINUE QRAS3BO0
IF {JOB .E_. 2) GO TO 120 ORAS3_IO
C QRAS3B20
'C COMPUTE BETA . QRAS3930 .
C QRAS3B40
DO 75 L = !, IP QRAS3850
CALL SCOPY(K,Y(_.,L),I,_ETA[I,L),I) QRAS38GO
75 CONTIHUE QRAS3870
DO 100 JJ = t, K QRAS3880
J = K - JJ + 1 QRAS3Bgo
IF (X(J,J) .HE. O.OE03 GO TO BO _RAS3900
I|IFO = J ORAS3910
C ...... EXIT QRAS3920
GO TO 220 ORAS3930
BO COHTIHUE QRAS_340
DO 95 L - i, IP QRAS3950
BETA(-J,L) = _ETA(J,L)/X(J,J) GRAS3960
IF (J .EQ. 1) GO TO 90 ORAS_970




I00 CONTI flUE QRAS4 b20
110 CONTINUE ORAS4030 -
120 CDHTIHUE GRA$404O
IF (JOB .EO. I) GO TO 210 QRAS4O50
C QR_S4OGO
C CODIPIITE RSD IF REQUIRED QRAS4070
C QRAS40_0
DO 1GO L = I, IP ORAS4090
27
DO 150 i - i, K GRA_410G
RSD(I,L_ - 00EO • -_ ......
150 COHTTHUE G_AS4120
iGO CGHTIHUE QRAS4i3O
DO 200 .;J - 1, JU GRAS4140
. J - JU - JJ - i GRAS4150 .
iF (QRAU×{j) .EQ. O.OEO) GO TO 196 QRAS416Q
TEHP = X(J,J) GRAS4170
X(J,J) - QRAUX{J) QRAS4IBO
DO 170 L " 1, IF QRAS41BO
T " -SDOTi(H-J.I,X{j,j),RSD{J,L))i×{J,j) @RAS4200
CALL SAXFYi{H-J'I,T,X(J,j),RSD(J,L)) GRAS4ZIO
i70 CDHTIHUE QRA54220
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